THE LAW OF CYCLES

Concrete motion never motion in a straight line.
   The Newtonian law an abstraction valuable for analysis.
Actual motion in a straight line would involve a run down universe.

Perpetual motion involves cyclic return into itself.
   In highest metaphysical sense there is no development or evolution.
   The algebraic sum of all process is zero.

The unsoundness of the straightline concept of evolution developed in western science.
   Implies the assumption of a cause inadequate for effect.

Motion or development in the occult sense is circular or cyclic.
   Every impulse returns into itself.
   Illustrate in analysis of tone waves.
   Development involves involution as the condition of all evolution.

Manifestation of worlds and races in cycles.'
   This is combined with the seven-fold nature of manifested Being.
   Reasons for seven-fold division.
   Three and four give seven.
   Permutations of triune Being.
Development of humanity in rounds and rings.
   Leads to implication that there is a season for all things.
   Illustrate by keys being given out now.

Degree of advancement of any unit of humanity limited by law of cycles.
   The bounds of any cycle constitutes a ring "pass not!"

Present humanity far behind the cycles in its development.
   Could mean disintegration of planet if not over come.
   Hence unusual help extended to humanity.
   Hence also the more than usual importance of assuming our end of the task.